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ABSTRACT

A sophisticated human interface can be developed for Post flight analysis with the
technology of UNIX-MOTIF.
Tests and measurements demand performance and reliability. SAINT-EX can meet these
requirements.
This paper describes the results of an appraoch in the development of DASSAULT
AVIATION’s SAINT-EX software.

INTRODUCTION

Flight Test are the last step of the validation of  a new prototype aircraft.
Many tests are necessary for its certificate of airworthiness.
Many thousands of parameters among the tens of thousands available are selected by a
numerical acquisition system in order to be gathered into P.C.M. messages which are
telemesured and recorded on board during the test.
The parameters are taken from the P.C.M. messages by a hardware or software Decom
system, calibrated  and stored in FX+ file system. (See FX+ storage by A.Becue. )
SAINT-EX is a user-friendly software for the consultation and the analysis of the
parameters which are spied during the test.



SAINT-EX reduces time and costs of the analysis , it contributes to increasing the quality
of the measures and to optimizing the production of flight test results

GENERALITIES

SAINT-EX offers the main functions that an analysis engineer
needs to identify the test.

Functions of :

• access to mesured parameters ( FX+ ) ( see   >>>> )
• selecting time intervals of the test ( h,mn,s,ms)
• selecting parameters of the test

• calculation
• tracing of evolution graph of the selected  parameters

• graph labelling
• listing selected parameters

• exporting results
• memorizing synthesis results in note pads
• whole and partial saving

These functions are inserted in convivial and interdependant
interfaces using window manager ressources.

The major function is the graph publication which enables us to
show the evolution of calculated and mesured parameters on a
screen ( with automatic right scale ).

FUNCTIONALITIES
2D TRACING & PLOTTING

Two « modes » are available:
a simplified mode for fast consultation of a test :

SAINT-EX has the ressources to evaluate and show in the best possible way
the evolution of the parameters by simple use of the mouse.

a normal mode adapted to the detailed analysis of a test
 SAINT-EX offers interfaces which allow the user to modify the ressources by

« default » attached to the graphs and parameters.

These interfaces present the available attributes in order to personalize the graphic
representations.

Saint-Ex 's main Window



The modifications mainly concern the following ressources:
scale and position of the parameter on the graph,
background color, grid color, trace color,
size of symbols,
fonts

CALCULATIONS

The creation of the elaborated parameter can be obtained by formulating the relation of
equality between the name of the chosen parameter and the numerical expression.

The recognized syntax of an expression is of an algebraic type. The arithmetical operators
and the combination of functions are admitted if the syntactic analyser contained in
SAINT-EX has identified them as being on its list.

SAINT-EX has a wide range of functions :
• arithmetical and trigonometrical expressions,,
• bit string extraction,
• parameter samples access,,
• test
• geodesic calculation
• reference changes
• etc. ...



AFFIX

SAINT-EX has an interface which allows it to install affixes
on a graph in :

systematic
conditional
factual

appearance mode.

INVESTIGATIONS AND CURSOR

SAINT-EX displays the values of the parameters at the indicated time (by placing the
pointer of the mouse and pressing the middle button) A vertical line shows the cursor on
the graph.
The data can be investigated by moving the mouse and pressing the middle button.
This automatically updates the values of the parameters.
The information being studied can be saved in a note-pad at each step to make a synthesis
later on.



NOTE PAD

SAINT-EX manages note-pads the contents of which can be completed by using a
keyboard, copy and paste keys or controls implemented in the main functions.
Visualization, printing and saving management control are available.

EXPORT

SAINT-EX has an interface to select
a time zone on the graph and send a lot of
values of the selected parameters for external
use . ( for example : spreadsheet program and
data bases )



SAVE

Two saving modes are available :
« global » mode used to save all selected ressources and the way the engineer has

chosen to study. This can be accessed at any moment.
« partial » mode used to save a selected graph.

LISTING

There is a specialized interface which allows the three types of listing to be parametered:
• listing of all occurences of the selected parametres
• listing of occurences corresponding to changing values of selected parameters.
• listing of occurences corresponding to changing values of selected parameters with

substitution and elaboration of explicit information.

CONCLUSION

SAINT-EX has been developed to perform the particular task a Flight test engineer is
faced with.

Implemented by the Computer Departement of the DASSAULT AVIATION's Flight Test
Center, SAINT-EX is used since two years. It especially contributes to checking the
working order of Avionics and Arms Systems.

By the end of the year, SAINT-EX will be connected with an other product from the
research department of DASSAULT -AVIATION  « ELFINI » which is specialized in
time frequency , filtering , shock response spectrum , stress analysis and damage
calculation.



The highly visual environment of SAINT-EX will increase the reducing data processing
times and costs.
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